
Divine Attributes 

Divine Attributes are any emotional state of being that I experience as being Divine. 

A state of being is divine when it connects my Self to my Soul. 

When my emotional state of being is attributable to my Soul, it is divine. 

When my state of being is attributable to my ego Self, it can be less than divine. 

A divine attribute connects me to my source of emotional power, my mental authority & the 

potential of my physical ability. 

My Soul is my source of emotional power, mental authority & physical ability. 

My Soul connection is always a divine experience. 

Divine Attributes are the highest expression of my Self and are in alignment with the vision 

& purpose for my life. 

When my state of being is attributable to the ability of my Soul’s power & authority, it is a 

divine experience. 

Being approving connects me to my divine power, being allowing connects me to my divine 

authority and being accepting connects me to my divine ability. 

Approving is a state of being content with my state of being. 

I am approving when I am Happy with who I am. 

When I am joyful & fulfilled, I am content with my state of being and approving of who I 

am. 

I approve of my emotional power when I am being approving. 

I have nothing to prove, there is nothing to improve and I have no need to improvise, when I 

am being approving. 

Who I am is an expression of my emotional state of being. 

When I approve of my emotional state of being, I am being approving of the state of my 

emotions and my level of emotional power. 



When I state my emotions in an approving way, I am being approving. 

When I can state my emotions, I can choose my emotional state and I can express my 

emotion of choice in an approving way. 

I approve of my power to state my emotions at choice and to express my emotions with 

awareness. 

When I am being Allowing of my Soul’s allowance for my Self, I allow everything to flow 

effortlessly into my life. 

My Soul provides everything that I need for my journey of a life-time. 

There is nothing that I owe and no debt to pay as everything is provided by providence. 

Providence provides when I allow providence to provide my allowance. 

When nothing is provided there is nothing that I need, so that is what providence provides – 

nothing. 

Providence also provides nothing when I disallow my provision. 

I have free choice to accept or deny my allowance. 

When I disallow my allowance, I allow nothing to appear. 

There are times in my life when nothing is very beneficial. 

Learning to receive nothing with gratitude can be a great challenge. 

When there is nothing that I want then I have everything that I need and my gratitude allows 

that state of being to continue. 

Accepting is a state of being in gratitude and appreciation for whatever is occurring in my 

life. 

It is a knowing that whatever is unfolding in life is an opportunity for my development & 

growth. 

Unless I am developing & growing spiritually, I may decline whatever is on offer. 

I can be accepting only when I accept my opportunities for spiritual development. 

Being accepting is seeing whatever turns up as an opportunity for spiritual growth. 



I can accept what is occurring as an opportunity for growth or I can choose to receive it for a 

different reason. 

I do not always receive everything in life as a gift. 

I do not always accept life as a gift. 

I always accept the gifts that I am given in life. 

What I cannot see, I cannot accept with gratitude. 

I may choose to reject it or receive it and tolerate it and choose not to be accepting of it. 

To be truly accepting of a divine life experience requires my Self to be both approving of my 

emotional power & allowing my Self to be aligned with my authority to choose at all times. 
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